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Abstract

We present our recent study of polarization modulating fluorescence imaging microscopy on single CdSe
colloidal quantum dots (QDs) and quantum rods (QRs) adsorbed on silica glass substrates at room temperatures.
Simple optical setup is introduced to provide detection of emission profiles projected on to the sample plane as well
as detection of rotating excitation polarization effect. While most studies so far in structural changes in biological or
amorphous systems rely on extrinsic fluorophores with linear transition dipoles, those with twofold degenerate
dipoles are noteworthy due to the intrinsic advantage for 3D orientation information. Performance of modulations is
also evaluated in combination with tetramethylrodamine moieties as typical linear emitters. CdSe QDs with aspect
ratio of 1.3 actually reveal plane-polarized emission at room temperature and, based on maximum-likelihood
analysis, are exceptionally highly oriented on silica glass substrates.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
PACS : 78.55.Et; 81.07.Ta, -.Vb; 82.37.- j; 87.80.Nj
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1. Introduction
Among the various types of semiconductor quantum dots (QDs), CdSe/ZnS/Trioctylphosphineoxide (TOPO)
colloidal nanocrystals are attracting much interest. Due to their core-shell structure and coordinating organic
surfactants [1], they have not only high quantum yield and high optical stability but also have the advantage of
having high biochemical affinity. Photoluminescence yields can be as high as 80% in toluene solution at room
temperatures. CdSe/ZnS/TOPO QDs offer promise for a new type of labeling agent in protein molecules [2], DNA
molecules, nuclei and cells [3]. We also have started to synthesize novel complex between CdSe QD and protein
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molecule, molecular chaperons, in their bioactive states and been investigating photophysical dynamics to get novel
insight into protein-nonprotein interactions [4].
As for the comprehension of fundamental functions of molecular chaperons such as refolding and transfer of
other denatured proteins, direct trace of single-QD orientations involved in the complex must be informative. It
would be useful if combined with other types of measurement such as fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET), where Förster-type energy transfer is expected between QD donors and Cy5 acceptors labeled on the
proteins [5]. In these circumstances, we need to ascertain whether our CdSe QDs with aspect ratio of 1.3 are 2D
emitters or not at room temperatures and how they are orientated on the glass substrate surface in buffer solution
environment as well as in air.
While various single molecule methods, such as fluorescence-intensity trajectories [6], FRETs [7-9] and
polarization methods [9-13], are capable of tracking molecular motions in real time. The last one seems to be a most
sensitive tool to extract information for individual molecular orientations [14-16] and, furthermore, can be the most
powerful if combined with 2D emitters. Proposal of our simple modulation optics and preliminary results on single
CdSe QDs and QRs adsorbed on silica glass substrates at room temperature are described below, with data analysis
and simulations.
2. Experimental
Monodispersive CdSe/ZnS/TOPO-HDA nanocrystals (QDs) (TOPO mixed with 30% of hexadecylamine) are
grown in hot coordinating solvents by precisely tuned pyrolysis of organometallic compounds [17]. Average QD
core diameters used for the present work are two kinds, i.e. 1.9 and 3.3 (r 0.3) nm (aspect ratio: both ca. 1.3), and
ZnS shell thickness is ca. 1.7 monolayers. Size, shape and crystal phase (wurzeite structure) homogeneity are
basically confirmed by high resolution TEM observations. Photoluminescence quantum yields are ca. 0.24 in
average. CdSe QR nanocrystals are also synthesized with similar colloidal method in molten TOPOTetradecylphosphonicacid (TDPA) mixed solvent. The CdSe QRs are used without shell overcoating in the present
experiments. The TEM observation confirms their rodlike shapes with diameters of 4 ~ 5 nm and lengths of 20 ~ 25
nm (aspect ratio: ca. 5). Qualities of CdSe QDs and QRs nanocrystals are also monitored by conventional UV-VIS
absorption and emission spectra. Quantum yields of photoemissions are evaluated by a comparative method with
rhodamine B and 6G as standards; Concentrations, temperatures, solvents, their degassing and other related
protocols are precisely controlled.
As a typical linear emitter, we have used for reference florescence the labeling reagent tetramethylrhodamine
(TMR) chromophores linked covalently on the surface of silica glass substrates with short alkyl chains (J-amino
proyltriethoxysilane). The former is a mixture of two isomers, 9-[2-carboxy-4(or 5)-[[(2, 5-dioxo-1-pyrrolidiyl) oxy]
carbonyl] phenyl]-3,6-bis(dimethyl-amino)-xanthylium, inner salt (Molecular Probes) and used as purchased.
Concentration ratio of 5- and 6- isomer is 4 : 1. Detailed procedure of the synthesis described in ref. [18].
To monitor orientation dynamics in real time, we have prepared a simple optical setup schematically illustrated in
Fig. 1. Based on ordinary inverted-type optical microscope (Nikon, TE2000) with NA = 1.45 or 0.95 objective (u
100) and highly sensitive 2D-CCD (RS, Cascade-512B) detector, the rotating polarizer is introduced for excitation
polarization modulation to form Köhler-type epi-illumination optics. In the situation that the relative orientation
between the absorption and emission transition diploes is definitively known, and multiple observations of
individual molecules can conveniently be realized by the apparatus of this type.
Fig. 1. Schematic set-up of polarization modulation
microscope; for rotating plane polarized excitation,
rotating polarizer is provided in Köhler-type epiillumination optics and, for analyzing the emission
polarization from emitters, rotating analyzer is
provided within the so-called infinity space. Inset
shows evanescent light illumination configuration
which is used for the rotating analyzer operations.
(see in the text)
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One thing to be careful of is interference effects associated with the high spatial coherence of laser light
source. In our system rotating diffuser is provided for homogenization and rotated as high as 2000 rpm.
In case the relation between absorption and emission dipoles being not definitive or unknown, it is much less
ambiguous to analyze directly the polarization profiles of individual molecular emissions projected on to the sample
plane. Thus rotating analyzer optics is fabricated and inserted in so-called infinity space. While higher quality of
optical components and more precise assembly are inevitable, multiple individual detections are again realized. This
point is paramount for most of the single molecule experiments. For simplicity, while in the operation of rotating
polarizer, the analyzer optics is removed. In the other case of analyzer operation the polarizer rotating optics is
removed and, instead, evanescent light illumination (Fig.1, inset) is used for the present works.
Single molecule observations are performed in air using NA = 0.95 objective and in HK buffer solutions by a oilimmersion NA = 1.45 objective at room temperatures. Detailed description of sample preparations for the latter is
given in ref. [5].
3. Results and discussion
Lowest energy electronic excited state of CdSe nanocrystal arises when an electron is excites from an occupied
Se 4p atomic orbital to empty Cd 5s orbital. This excitation is delocalized over many unit cells, and there appears
pronounced dependence of the optical gap, on the size and shape of the nanocrystals. As p orbitals are 3-fold
degenerate, the interaction of the Se 4p orbitals with the crystal field and the effect of spin-orbit coupling gives rise
to most of the complexities in the electronic structure of CdSe nanocrystals.
The electronic structure of CdSe nanocrystals, including these complexities, has been understood theoretically
based on effective mass approximations [19-21] and, more recently, with empirical pseudopotential methods [22].
Pioneering work of Sepiol et al. [23] has revealed that CdSe QDs possess 2D transition dipoles at cryogenic
temperatures and this has been also confirmed at room temperatures by Chung et al. [24]. Transition from planepolarized emission to linearly polarized one, when the nanocrystals change its shape from spherical to rodlike, is
also predicted theoretically [22] and actually observed at aspect ratio of 1.25 in 3.0 nm diameter nanocrystals [25].
While there are still not realistic for the electronic predictions of each QDs with specific size and shape, here we
assume 1D and 2D emission dipoles and their detection schemes are as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) for simlicity.
Figure 2(c) provides typical time-trace pattern to be expected in polarization modulations and defines some
parameters used in the following.

Fig. 2. Conceptual detection schemes for (a) linearly-polarized emission by a linear emitting transition dipole
and (b) plane-polarized emission from a twofold degenerate dipole. Sample xy-plane is indicated. The graph
in (c) indicates the time-trace pattern expected to be obtained by polarization modulations and the figure
includes some of the parameters used in the following analysis..
Typical examples of time evolution profiles of the spot intensities from linear emitters in rotating polarizer
regime are shown in Fig. 3; (a) for single TAMRA moiety and (b) and (c) for two single QRs, respectively. (b) and
(c) are obtained within the same sample in simultaneous imaging. As can be seen in the figures, polarization
modulations in rotating polarizer regime work well. Modulation depth M of each trajectories, defining as M = a /b
in Fig. 2(c), is actually equal to unity within our noise levels. This is a peculiar feature for linear emitters. Sinusoidal
curves in each figure are fits to the data by 2 a cos2( Z t +I ’ ) , where Z is an angular frequency of polarizer rotations
and I ’ is its initial phase.
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Fig. 3. Typical time evolution profiles of single linear emitters in air
obtained under rotating polarizer configurations (ca. 12 rpm). The thin
(red) lines correspond to the data, while thick (blue) smooth ones are
simple fittings to the data by 2 a cos2( Z t +I ’). Each inset shows the
respective spot image on the CCD, where arrow indicates orientation of
respective dipole projection with its initial phase I I ’. (a); results on
single TAMRA moiety, which ceased to emit photons at ca. 21 sec,
probably due to photodegradation. 300 images are sequentially acquired
with 100 msec exposure time for each and estimated excitation intensity
is 122 W/cm2. (b) and (c); those on CdSe QRs; the former shows “on”
to “off” transition at ca. 8 sec, while the latter stays in its “on” state
during the observation. Successive 200 images with 200 msec exposure
time for each are obtained under irradiation intensity of 127 W/cm2.

It should be noted here that, while for the moment we have obtained 17 sample spots which can be confirmed as
signals from single QRs, no intermittent phase jumps has been observed. Such sudden phase jumps are often
observed in case of the TAMRA moieties [18]. This is probably because QRs are rather strongly adsorbed on the
glass substrates. Next, single QR are rather difficult to detect due to their lower emission yields (2.1 % in average,
while (b) and (c) are the two brightest ones with probably one order of magnitude higher) and because the QRs
aggregate easily. Even if these disadvatages exist, however, we conclude here the QRs with mentioned size and
shape are linear emitters with their transition moment basically parallel to the directions of the long axes of the
rodlike nanocrystals.

Fig. 4. Typical time evolutions of five single QDs; (a, b, c) in air and (d, e) in buffer solutions. All are
adsorbed on the surface of silica glass substrates and are detected using rotating analyzer configuration
with evanescent light excitation of e.g. 23.4 W/cm2. A set of graphs labeled with ( -1) shows
experimentally obtained time excursion data and its MLE fitting for each single QDs. The thin (red) lines
correspond to the former and thick (blue) smooth ones to the fittings. Those with ( -2) and ( -3) are the
time evolution profiles of the modulation depth M and phase offset I deduced from each fitting. As for the
MLE analysis, see details in the text.
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As for the single QDs, we have also obtained time-excursion trajectories in rotating polarizer regime and found
that distinctly different characteristics from those in linear emitters mentioned above. Appearance of clear
distribution in parameter M towards less than unity and sudden phase jumps accompanied with simultaneous
changes in amplitude 2a and b parameters (Fig. 2(c)) are both definitive indications for being 2D emitters. However,
instead of going into further details on the QDs, in the present paper we would rather concentrate on the results with
the rotating analyzer.
In Fig.4, time-excursion profiles of emission intensities from five single CdSe QDs observed in rotating analyzer
regime are displayed. These are typical and complementary examples. Those in Figs. 4(a-1) ~ 4(c-1) are obtained in
air while those in Figs. 4(d-1) and 4(e-1) are in HK buffer solution. As can be seen, in air the responses are to some
extent noisier and more fluctuating than those in buffer solution and, also show intermittencies and degradations. A
notable feature observed in both environments is that there appears distinctly weaker modulations of M < 1. Clearly,
these profiles are hard to the fit using the simple sinusoidal expressions given above.
To identify the nature of transition dipoles for each CdSe QDs, it is necessary to determine the time evolution of
the modulation depth and direction of the projected dipoles on the sample plane (phase offset angle I) for each QDs.
In case of a two-fold degenerate dipole, the polar angle T of its orientation can be determined from the modulation
depth M by the relation cos2T = (1M) / (1+M) (see Fig. 2(b)). Once M and I are determined for each QDs as a
function of time, we can consider dynamics of the dots in 3D. To deduce M and I from the data is a typical inverse
problem and, for the analysis of single molecule optical measurements, several methods have already been proposed
[25, 26]. Among them, we have adopted a maximum-likelihood estimator (MLE) approach proposed by Osborn et
al. [26] as is certainly suitable for the present work. The Ms and Is indicated in Figs. 4( -2) and 4( -3) are the
results of this analysis.
Before going into the results, procedure of the analysis is described briefly. We use y(t) = b[M cos(Z t +I) + 1] as
a fitting function and maximize a likelihood function L as given in ref. [26]; L is the probability of total N signal
counts being distributed among k channels (in case of present analysis, k 13 ~ 15) with ni counts in each channel i
(i = 1 to k). pi is the normalized probability of finding a count in channel i. The ni and pi are defined as follows;

ni

³

ti

ti 1

y t dt ,

(1)

M
Gt
(2)
ª¬sin Z ti 1  I  sin Z ti  I º¼  ,
2S
T
where T = 2S / Z is a period of modulation and Gt is a length of each time bin. The best fit to the data is given by the
value of M and I that maximize the function L in each period. Sequential determinations by periods eventually give
rise to the parameter trajectories. Computer programs are developed as macro functions on Igor Pro ver. 6.03.
The results of the analysis are indicated in Figs. 4( -2) and 4( -3) and the best fit profiles are also shown in Figs.
4( -1) by thick (blue) solid lines. Accepting that the data is limited, there are some features that are notable. The
characteristic to the motion of the QDs adsorbed on the substrate can be clearly seen in the figures and it can also be
seen that there are some difference between the air and buffer environments. In the present paper we restrict our
discussion to that relating to the modulation depth and the other aspects will be given elsewhere.
The modulation depth from the periods indicated in Figs. 4( -2), when combined with the values from all the
periods of modulations from the trajectories of 7 QDs in air and 22 QDs in buffer, gives the histograms in Figs. 5(a)
and 5(b), respectively. They can be confirmed as being single QDs from those obtained simultaneously within the
identical imaging, and also weight corrections due to the on-state time differences in each QDs are included. While
for the moment accumulated numbers of the data available are limited, we can see there appears broad but
distinctive peak in each histogram. Most of the M events distribute in less than unity indicates that the QDs observed
are not only 2D emissions in nature but also they are unexpectedly oriented on the surface of substrate. In case of
isotropic distribution in orientation of 2D emitters, we can estimate the distribution profile analytically; the result of
which is given by D(M) v (1+M)3/2(1M)1/2 and is also indicated by the solid line in Fig. 5(a). The singularity
appeared at Mo1 is a van-Hove-type singularity in one-dimensional systems. We can see distinctive convergence
in the orientations of the QDs is apparent.
In order to see how the orientations of the QDs are distributed, we have also performed simple numerical
simulations assuming Gaussian distribution of 2D transition dipoles around one specific orientation. Parameters to
pi
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be simulated are again seen in Fig. 2(b), where polar angle T should be Gaussian while longitudinal angle, equals to
the phase offset I introduced above, is assumed to be isotropic. Numerical protocols are also prepared on the macro
functions in the Igor Pro. The simulated distributions obtained are also shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) by the curves
made of + marks, respectively, and the observed features are reproduced sufficiently for the moment. Estimated
orientation peak angles as well as its standard deviations (T, G) are (43q35q in air (a) and (55q33q in buffer (b),
respectively. Existence of exceptionally highly oriented distributions is concluded for the CdSe QDs with average
diameters of 1.9 and 3.3 nm (aspect ratio: ca. 1.3). They are not in perpendicular (T = 0q) to the sample plane nor
horizontal (T = 90q). As for the difference seen in the different environments of air and buffer solution, though the
detailed observed properties seem to be discriminating to some extent, we think it is not decisive yet. It is also not
clear for the moment why such narrow distributions are realized. Some kinds of peculiarities in the shape or organic
ligands of the QDs can affect the adsorption processes resulting in the anisotropic conformation on the silica glass
surface.

Fig. 5. Modulation-depth histograms of QDs in air (a) and in buffer solutions (b); both of which are
composed from the results of analysis presented in Fig.4. Profiles formed with rather small + marks in each
figures indicate the results of simulation assuming the distribution of the dipole orientations is Gaussian.
Simulations provide a peak and a standard deviation for each distribution; they are (a) T0 43°, G ° in
air and (b) T0 55°, G ° in buffer solution, respectively. In (a), predicted distribution profile (solid
line) for random isotropic dipole orientations is also shown for reference.
It should be noted lastly that the histograms presented in Figs. 5 neglect the aspects of time evolution properties
totally. The data and parameters in Figs. 4 indicate the existence of some continuously fluctuating natures during onstates in addition to the sudden intermittent jumps. Phase offset I also shows drifting or to some extent rotating
tendencies in air while it is rather stable in buffer. In the previous work on the blinking mechanism of the QDs, we
have proposed the existence of surface trap-state, and its charge can be modified extrinsically by the adsorptions of
pole species such as H2O molecules [27]. This means that the transition dipoles of the QDs while in on-states can be
fluctuated from time to time if the adsorbed state is fluctuating. If more than one traps may exist on each single QDs,
the effect will be larger. Thus even a possibility of separated motion of the transition dipole from the real motion of
the QD should not be neglected. This would be quite a new optoelectronic feature of QDs and should further be
elucidated. Systematic and more sophisticated investigations are now underway, both in shape and size control of
QDs as well as in optimization of experimental conditions and analysis for the polarization modulation.
In conclusion, we have developed a simple and versatile polarization modulation microscope and demonstrated
its performance using CdSe colloidal QRs and QDs as 1D and 2D transition dipole emitters. We have found the QDs
are exceptionally highly oriented on adsorbed silica glass substrates both in air and in buffer even at room
temperature. This is surely an encouraging feature if for instance the QDs are to have applications in quantumphotonics such as in nanoscale arrays in the near future.
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